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Abstract. Ferdinand de Saussure thought that language is a symbol system to express ideas, thus 

forming a unique concept of sign language. The arbitrariness and motivation of linguistic signs seem 

to be two opposite features, which are complementary in the process of symbol creation. The 

formation and performance of the concentration concept of motivation are provable, and the 

arbitrariness provides the possibility for the realization of the naming coinage. The relationship 

between the two has been verified in car naming and its translation, which restricts the special 

naming and word-building activities. 

Introduction 

Automobile naming and translation are special activities of naming words. The author has analyzed 

the metaphorical thinking and numerical symbols in automobile naming, but it is limited to the 

induction of phenomena and the analysis of problems, without theoretical explanation. Ferdinand de 

Saussure, the founder of modern structural linguistics, once put forward that "language is a sign 

system to express ideas"[1]. It is helpful to understand the relationship between arbitrariness and 

motivation of linguistic signs and to guide the practice of commodity naming from the perspective 

of linguistic signs. 

Ferdinand de Saussure's semiotic view of language 

Ferdinand de Saussure is the founder of structural linguistics, one of his outstanding contributions is 

that he advocates the positioning of linguistics by semiotics and the establishment of semiotics. In 

1894, Ferdinand de Saussure put forward the idea that "specific semiotics is language"[2] in an 

unfinished paper on Whitney(W.D.Whitney) , and later while teaching the Course in General 

Linguistics at the University of Geneva (1907-1913), he explicitly stated that "language is a system 

of symbols to express of ideas. ". He envisions a science can be established to research the semiotic 

life in social life. Linguistics is a part of semiotics which is very definite. The rules existed in 
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semiotics can be applied to linguistics. Viewing language from the perspective of Semiotics will 

mainly deal with the formation of linguistic signs and the rules using them. 

Before Ferdinand de Saussure, ordinary people saw language as a "taxonomic nomenclature" or a 

"glossary of terms" and thought that the connection between names and things was a very simple 

task. Ferdinand de Saussure, on the other hand, introduced the concept of symbols from a 

psychological point, holding that names are not only sounds, but also the concepts behind sounds, 

which are combined into symbols and then connected with things. He holds that "language symbols 

are not connected with things and names, but with concepts and sound images" and that "symbols 

are characterized by not directly showing things, but showing concepts, that is, the meaning of 

things", he also thinks that "  We regard the combination of concept and sound image as symbols" 

[3]. Ferdinand de Saussure' proposal of the concept of linguistic semiotics is groundbreaking, 

extending from the traditional two-dimensional structure of the relationship between "name and 

thing" to the three-dimensional structure of the relationship of "sound image-concept-thing" (refer to 

Figure 1) , and creatively put forward two terms of "signifier" and "signified" to replace "sound 

image" and "concept" respectively, indicating their opposition between each other and between 

themselves and the whole to which they belong. 

Table 1 Three-dimensional structure of the relationship of “sound-concept-thing” 

 

About the rules to use linguistic signs, Ferdinand de Saussure makes it clear that linguistic signs 

have two characteristics of primary importance: the arbitrariness of signs and the linear features of 

signifier. The arbitrariness of linguistic signs means that the connection between signifier and 

signified is arbitrary, which is considered to dominate the whole linguistics, and its consequences 

are too numerous to enumerate. As to what effect arbitrariness has on language, Ferdinand de 

Saussure did not discuss it systematically and thoroughly. When it comes to language systems, 

Ferdinand de Saussure argues that "a language is a system, and we shall see that in this respect, 

language is not entirely arbitrary, and that there are relative rules in it." [4] Ferdinand de Saussure 

didn't go into it specifically, but most scholars believe that language is motivated. Since Ferdinand 

de Saussure did not discuss the arbitrariness and motivation of signs deeply, setting the foundation 

for the discussion of arbitrariness and motivation of language signs. 

 [Things] [Concept] 

[Sound image] 
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Ferdinand de Saussure's view of language symbol is to see language as a symbol system, analyze the 

formation of language symbols and analyze the impact of the rules of language symbols on language. 

In this thesis, we focus on the influence of arbitrariness and motivation of linguistic signs on car 

naming and translation. 

An analysis of arbitrariness and motivation of linguistic signs 

Language symbol is the combination of sound and meaning. How does sound and meaning combine 

together? Ferdinand de Saussure holds that the combination of sound and meaning is arbitrary, and 

that language is not "completely arbitrary" , but has a "relative truth" , and the same content has 

almost contradictory expressions. It can be seen that the relationship between arbitrariness and 

motivation of language symbols is complex and needs to be compared and analyzed in the system. 

What is arbitrariness of linguistic signs? According to Ferdinand de Saussure's three-dimensional 

structure of linguistic signs, it refers to the relationship between the signifier (sound image) and the 

signified (concept). Since there is no natural connection between them, it is of no argumentation. 

There are two points to be noticed in grasping arbitrariness: First, arbitrariness is confined to the 

relationship between signifier and signified within a single sign, and does not involve the 

relationship between sign and thing, and between symbols themselves; Second, arbitrariness mainly 

refers to the absence of physiological and physical links, as for the ability to produce associative 

relations, obviously it's not in the arbitrary category. Later, arbitrariness is extended to mean that it 

is arbitrary to use any phonetic form (signifier) to represent any semantic content (signified) in the 

process of naming and word-making, which can be freely chosen. 

What is the motivation of linguistic signs? Ferdinand de Saussure does not define the connotation, 

but thinks it has associative relation with dix-huit "eighteen" and Soixante "seventieth" when he 

analyzes the French words dix-neuf "nineteen", and has sentence-segment combination relation with 

dix "ten" and neuf "nine". But these association relations and the combination relations are of "the 

relative argumentability" and "the relative arbitrariness". It is obvious that what Ferdinand de 

Saussure called "relative arbitrariness" no longer concerns the relationship between the semiotic 

components, but the relationship between the symbols themselves in the language system, and no 

longer pays attention to the natural relationship between the semiotic components, but to the 

association and combination of symbols and symbols. Because language is a symbol system, the 

value and function of a language symbol depends on the status of the symbol in the language system 

and the relationship between the symbol and other symbols. Later, the motivation of sign is 

extended to "the origin of the name" , that is, how the language sign is formed. In other words, it 

means what phonetic form people use to express certain semantic content is based on a certain 

reason. 
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Through the interpretation of symbol arbitrariness and motivation, it is clear that the relationship 

between the two is not opposite, but complementary. Motivation concerns the creation of signs, that 

is, how the concept of language signs (signified) is formed and how the phonetic form (signifier) of 

the concept is chosen in the language system, and the choice and combination between them are 

reasonable and analyzable. Arbitrariness concerns the realization of signs, and there is no necessary 

and essential natural connection between the concept of signs and the phonetic form, so the phonetic 

form of signs can take the place of the concept and become part of language communication, and 

evolve into a socialized linguistic sign. The essence of the sign is not to present the inherent value of 

the sign, but to empty it, and then to express things arbitrarily with the empty sign in the way of 

collective agreement, "completely arbitrary symbols can fulfill the ideal of symbolic ways more 

than other symbols". Arbitrariness is the key of symbolization. Saussure regards arbitrariness as the 

first principle or the first truth, and holds that arbitrariness embodies the essential characteristics of 

symbols. 

Through the discrimination of relations, the functions of arbitrariness and motivation in symbols can 

be summarized as follows: In the process of symbolization, the formation of signified is rational, the 

signifier of performance signified is analyzable, but the combination of signified and signifier is 

arbitrary, there is no natural connection between them, which is physiologically and physically 

unprovable. Taking the Latin word INIMICUS "enemy" as an example, the word is composed of 

IN-"non" and AMICUS "friend". The signified ENEMY has a generative relationship conceptually 

with "NON" and "FRIEND" and the signifier INIMICUS has a combinational structural relationship 

with IN and AMICUS, which is the expression of language motivation. However, there is no natural 

connection between INIMICUS' sound image and its concept of "ENEMY" which can not be 

deduced from sound, that is the expression of arbitrariness of linguistic signs. 

The influence of arbitrariness and motivation of linguistic signs on the translation of 

automobile naming 

Naming and word-making are the special and conscious act of human communicating with the 

world, to which the automobile naming and translation belong. Therefore, we take automobile 

naming and translation as an example to analyze the influence of arbitrariness and motivation of 

linguistic signs on naming and word-making. 

The influence of motivation on naming and word-making mainly refers to the formation of concept 

and the choice of phonetic form. Concept is the generalization of common features of specific things 

based on analysis from a specific perspective. It’s generalized by its creator based on his knowledge, 

experience, purpose and interest from a specific perspective.[4] Concept is the basis of naming and 

word-making, it can embody the distinguishing feature of specific things or express creator’s 
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subjective desire. Automobile naming contains abundant cultural connotation, so its choice of 

linguistic signs is not random. Take numbers in automobile naming as an example. Numbers can 

refer to brand series, such as “Peugeot 508”, in which “5” means its class, “8” represents its vehicle 

type, “0” delivers no meaning. Numbers can refer to the parameter of engine, including power, 

vehicle displacement, number of cylinders, valve, turbo charger. For instance, Chrysler launched its 

automobile 300 in 1955, the number “300” means it has 300 horsepower. Bugatti veyronEB16.4, the 

speed record holder for many years, the number “16.4” means that it has 16 valves and 4 turbo 

chargers. Numbers can refer to the features of bodywork, such as car size, speed and driving. 

Mercedes-Benz regenerated the brand—Maybach and launched two new products named 57 and 62. 

The numbers “57” and “62” indicates their vehicle length. Numbers can also refer to brand’s history 

and culture. Aston Martin adheres to high quality and limited production, in 2012, Aston Martin 

launched a sports car named one-77, with only 77 units were produced. In 1991, Bugatti launched 

EB110 to commemorate the 110th birthday anniversary of its founder, Ettore Bugatti. Automobile 

naming also relates to its creator’s subjective cognition and expectancy. In 1901, Henry Leland 

founded an automobile company named Cadillac in Detroit. Its name was intended to commemorate 

the builder of the city—Antoine de Cadillac, a French nobleman. In 2011, Alfa Romeo launched a 

new product, MiTo of A0 class. The name MiTo is composed of two elements “Mi” and “To”, in 

which “Mi” represents Milan and “To” means Torino. Milan and Torino are closely connected with 

Alfa Romeo. The headquarter of Alfa Romeo located in Milan, where the appearance of MiTo was 

designed and Torino is the manufacturing base, where the model design and 

production-manufacturing of MiTo were done. Wrangler, the subordinate brand of Jeep, once 

named car with SAHARA and RUBICON to memorize two off-road resorts that had been 

conquered so as to reflect their prominent off-road performance. Thus the automobile naming can be 

seen to have rich motivations, not random. 

The influence of motivation on automobile naming is mainly embodied in its diversity of choice. 

Because there is no inevitable connections and congruent relationship between signifier and 

signified, which means that the same or similar concepts can choose different naming methods. 

Back to 1930s, aerodynamic body emerged, many manufacturers highlighted this feature by 

automobile naming. In 1934, Chrysler took the lead in manufacturing cars with aerodynamic body 

and it was named “airflow”. In 1936, Ford Motor Company improved the appearance based on 

“airflow” and produced a more business-like streamline car named “Lincoln-Zephyr”. In 1939, 

Volkswagen AG started to put streamline car into mass production and named the car “Beetle”. 

These names are all expressing the connotation of “aerodynamic body”, but using different naming 

methods and signifier forms. This is the embodiment of the arbitrariness of linguistic signs. The 

same phenomenon has also repeated itself in translation. The German brand “Benz” is translated 
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into “奔驰” in Chinese, “平治” by transliteration in Hong Kong, and “宾士” by literation in Taiwan. 

Land Cruiser of Toyota can be translated into “兰德酷路泽” by transliteration and “陆地巡洋舰” 

by free translation. Prado once was translated as “霸道” and later as “普拉多”. One automobile 

name can be translated with different methods, this is another embodiment of the arbitrariness of 

linguistic signs. In addition, the relationship between signifier and signified can be arbitrary, which 

also means that automobile naming to some extent can be achieved by changing its spelling. Take 

three luxury automobile brands in Japan for example. Infiniti originates from English word 

“infinite” which means “without limit”. It symbolizes the endless pursuit of the Infiniti. Acura 

originates from Latin word “Accuracy”, meaning “the quality of being correct and true”. It 

represents the original concept of producing of Acura—precision crafted performance. The 

pronunciation of Lexus sounds similar to the English word “Luxury”, which associates with the 

image of limousine. The arbitrariness of linguistic signs means more choices in the course of 

naming and word-making, which also contributes to the main cause of the diversity of languages. 

Conclusion 

In the process of creating signs, the arbitrariness and motivation of linguistic signs are not contrary 

but complementary. The arbitrariness and motivation of linguistic signs plays an important role in 

naming and word-making. While the arbitrariness of linguistic signs enriches the connotation of 

automobile naming, the motivation of linguistic signs makes automobile sign more flexible and 

selective. Both contribute to the flourish of naming culture. 

Remark: 2018 Guidance Project of Science Research Program of Hubei Provincial Department of 

Education“Research on commodity Naming Mechanism under the perspective of Saussure 

Language Symbols”(B2018266)；2018 Hubei Province Education Science Planning Project “the 

Research on Nucleus General Education curriculum of Special Culture in Applied 

Universities”(Project Number 2018GB083)；Research results of Wuhan Business School General 

Education Research Center in 2019    

Notes: Cases that relates to automobile naming and translation are all quoted from Automobile 

Culture (Beijing: Tsinghua University Press) by Shuai shijin and Automobile Culture (China 

Machine Press) by Qu Jinyu and Ren Guojun. 
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